Musical Novelties!
Pocket Scores of works by modern Hungarian composers

BELA BARTOK:
HUNGARIAN PICTURES, Vol. I. 9/1 od.
Two PORTRAITS, Vol. II. 9/1 od.
Two IMAGES, Vol. III. 11/9d.
With introductory notes in English, Hungarian, Russian, French, and German.

Transcriptions of Hungarian Folksongs.

VIRAGIM, VIRAGIM (Flowers of Mine)
Folksongs by Hungarian composers transcribed by Adam Jenö. For voice and piano. 4/11d.

KET SZAL PUNKOSDROZSA (Two Peonies)

FERENC FARKAS:
GYUMOLCSKOSAR (Fruit Basket)
Twelve songs for voice and piano, with Hungarian and German words. 9/1 od.

GYULÁ DAVID:
Concerto for Viola and Orchestra.
Arrangement for viola and piano. 14/8d.

FERENC SZABO:
MEMENTO. Symphony with Full Score.
With introductory notes in English, Hungarian, Russian, French, and German. £2 18 10

JANOS VISKI:
Concerto for Violin and Orchestra.
Arrangement for violin and piano. With an introduction in Hungarian and German. 14/8d.

JUST OUT!
New edition of the famous Hungarian musical play
JANOS VITEZ (Janos the Brave) by Pongrac Kacsoh. In three acts. Arrangement for piano and voice, with Hungarian text. £1 4 6

NOVELTY!

JOZSEF KOLA:
SZINE-JAVA MELODIK (The most lovely Melodies). 32 transcriptions of selected compositions for accordion, with fingering (beginners and advanced). 10/11d.

ESZTÉRLANC:
A beautifully illustrated song-book for children: Songs and ditties for children, with Hungarian words; bound. 14/8d.

Orders may be placed with:
‘KULTURA’ HUNGARIAN TRADING COMPANY FOR BOOKS AND NEWSPAPERS BUDAPEST 62, P.O.B. 149.

or
COLLET’S BOOKSHOP
45 MUSEUM STREET, LONDON W.C.1.

Dedicated to the Dumbarton Oaks Research Library and Collection

SEPTET
(1953)

by

IGOR STRAWINSKY

for

CLARINET, HORN, BASSOON,
PIANO, VIOLIN, VIOLA
AND VIOLONCELLO

Net
Full Score . . . . . 12/6
Pocket Score . . . . . 3/6
Reduction for two pianos (by the composer) . . . . . 10/6

Parts available on hire

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD.
295 REGENT STREET,
LONDON, W.1
A revised edition, brought fully up to date

BENJAMIN BRITTEN
A STUDY OF HIS LIFE AND WORKS
by
Eric Walter White

It is sometimes said that Benjamin Britten gets more publicity than is good for him. But his is one of those names that "makes news", and the immensely active and creative life he lives inevitably provides a new source of controversy almost every year. A Companion of Honour at forty, with 53 opus numbers to his credit (of which seven are operas), conductor, pianist, brilliant accompanist, he is beyond question one of the most vital personalities of his generation, and to-day he stands in mid-career. This book seeks neither to extol nor to detract. Rather it is a sober factual record of his life and achievement up to the present time. No one could be better qualified to compile such a record than Eric Walter White, who combines a judicial temperament with an intimate and scholarly knowledge of the composer's work, and enjoys personal acquaintance with him extending over many years.

Price 12/6 net

In the same Series:
THE MESSAGE OF IGOR STRAVINSKY by Theodore Stravinsky (8/6 net)
RECOLLECTIONS AND REFLECTIONS by Richard Strauss (8/6 net)
CONCERNING MUSIC by Wilhelm Furtwängler (8/6 net)

Obtainable at all music shops, book shops, and from

BOOSEY & HAWKES LTD
295 REGENT STREET LONDON, W.1

Published by Boosey & Hawkes Ltd., and printed in England by Eaton Press Ltd., Liverpool